In anthropology, religion can be seen as a cultural system that encompasses a whole range of symbols and signification, where meaning relations regarding life are built; as stated by Geertz, religion produces an ethos and a worldview. This study aimed to analyze Umbanda (a Brazilian spiritualist religion) as it appears in spiritist novels, in search of moral and cognitive aspects that inform them, in this case, seeking the spiritist view of Umbanda, positivity or negativity attributed to it and the arguments which were used to justify such ratings. The chosen texts allowed the examination between descriptions and excerpts from these novels and descriptions and excerpts with reference to Umbanda produced by the academic literature. This strategy allowed us to deepen our analysis and, going a little beyond the novels, to introduce a more critical consideration. With the purpose of reading and analyzing the texts, we previously set some markers: birth of Umbanda, obsession or encosto (a discarnate to incarnate relation that works as a jinx); syncretism; and health-disease process. The explicability offered by Spiritualism shows all its strength to those going through mishaps (death, loss, illness, etc.); and descriptions of Umbanda performances and Spiritism are also seen in this context as a sum of individual actions in benefit of the incarnated and discarnated individuals. Keywords religion; Umbanda; Kardecism; interpretative anthropology; novels
competition to the Kardecist Spiritism (LEWGOY, 2001) .
From another perspective, however, one can say that these two religious fields have established a dialogue, although not always in a two-way fashion. We have already noted that Umbanda has been built in the of social and religious legitimacy-seeking process, and such search is subject to internal and external pressures. Since adopting the current name (which covers a very different field internally) Umbanda moved between sociocultural and political pressures. Amidst these legitimization efforts, the presence of Spiritism in Brazil since the mid-nineteenth century offered the umbandists, and other supporters of African-Brazilian cults, both an easy re-translation repertoire and a great defensive umbrella, Umbanda is a possession-trance religion , or a mediumistic religion, as its supporters often prefer to name it. In spite of the dialogue -made of adjustments and resignifications -amongst the ideas coming from Spiritism and Umbanda and the importance given by both to mediums, we can say that, since the period of its "birth" in Brazil until the 2000s, Umbanda has had, in general, an extremely shy acceptance among Kardecists. As Lewgoy (2001) pointed out, Spiritualism in Brazil is a literate and rational religion, which "is adopted by elite segments of the Pre-Republican period in Brazil".
The access of African cults among us, however, indicated an opposite story to that. Even though some of the Kardecism pioneers participated in such causes as abolitionism and republicanism, as recaps Lewgoy (2001) , Spiritualism has become popular "not by heroism or prophecy, but by offering healing services. According to this author, this popular movement will lead to internal fragmentation exerted by competition with other spiritual religions, as in its relation to Umbanda. In his work on "Chico Xavier and Brazilian culture,"
Lewgoy states that the "spiritualism exposed in life and work of Chico Xavier's," the relationship with Umbanda and other issues are summarized in three points. He primarily situates the syncretism of Umbanda as primitive; he sees the mixture of religion and politics of positivism as promiscuous and, finally, considers the spiritualist synthesis "religion, philosophy and science as desirable, rational and spiritually evolved. "
These considerations show some pejorative aspects of the Brazilian Spiritist view on Umbanda. Bairrão et al (2003) point out that Umbanda is usually seen as a kind of "ideological byproduct. "
As mentioned above, this religion has always moved between sociocultural and political pressures, such as the class bias , the prejudice of mark, the devaluation of African origins, specifically the devaluation of Bantu origin, the condemnation of practices etc. Its structure, flexible to new influences, has been built among the possibilities' axes, desires and creativity of its practitioners. In its religious practice, it is possible to observe the composition of the vast universe of symbolism and rituals that are the synthesis of cultural elements, from different sources, which is held by its authors -Pais e Mães de Santo (saint-father and saint-mother) -that re-translate their own religious influences. From our perspective, even the adoption of the name Umbanda, to baptize a Macumba, (tinged with diverse influences) viewed with suspicion and prejudice, was part of that legitimacy movement. Moreover, from the standpoint of social acceptance, as we said, we can point out that the access of Kardecism in Brazil was basically the opposite of the African religions access, which came by the hands of African slaves and culture and were viewed as "primitive," while Kardecism came by the hands of free men, scholars and intellectuals coming from Europe. Thus, defining itself as "spiritualist" Umbanda forced a chasm of social acceptance. On the other hand, sharing, or believing to share with the Kardecism, the same belief in spirits and the communicability between the worlds of the living and the dead (the visible and invisible, spirits and men), translations and re-meanings were easily accomplished by umbandists. The reverse did not occur with the same force, the identification was not immediate or calm by society and the Kardecists.
The newspaper of the beginning of the last century and the end of the previous make clear the distinction between "low spiritism" (Macumba/Umbanda) and "high spiritism" (Kardecism). Testimonials from graduates of Umbanda spiritism clarify the need to abandon the spiritual centers to form Umbanda houses where their Guides -Pretos and It is in this perspective that we seek to answer: how Umbanda is described in Spiritist novels? Is there a difference between the description given in the "Kardecist" literature and the reports of academic studies on Umbanda? A priori, this last question can be answered positively, for our final reading, as so many anthropological studies, will not be compromised with the believer or supporter's standpoint. We tried to keep balancedly detachment, refraining from an accomplicity dipping into this religious, social and cultural reality. Keeping a critical perspective is, after all, an duty's obligation.
In this perspective we define this study's main objective: the analysis of Umbanda as it appears in spiritist novels, highlighting the positivity or negativity attached to that religion and the arguments used in each case to justify such evaluation. The chosen texts, specifically for this study, allow the comparison between descriptions and approaches made in these novels and descriptions and approaches of Umbanda produced by the academic literature.
Geertz's Interpretive Anthropology (1989) proposes a semiotic conceptualization of culture that would consist of webs of meaning constructed by men and involving them.
The anthropologist's mission, he says, is to unravel those webs and come to a thick description of them. More or less specific contexts, systems that show a sort of bindings' logic, characterize particular cultures and the niches within them.
Our proposal is to take spiritist novels as a loophole that allows entering one of those niches, trying to describe, in the thickest possible way, the webs of meaning there that involve both umbandist religion and the social context, referring to religious principles that the authors explain.
The spiritist literature is vast, and with respect to publications and sales, thousands of books are made available to readers with a variety of authors represented by their mediums.
The psychography, the flagship to this publishing world, has numerous works dictated by "disembodied spirits" and reveal significant figures, such as more than 25 million books sold by Chico Xavier, more than 7.5 million by Divaldo Franco and over 5 million by Zíbia Gasparetto (STOLL, 2005) . In this universe, the books that deal with the action of Umbanda, taking it as a central theme, are not that numerous and a medium named Robson Pinheiro is a pioneer in this work. This duty, he said, is an arid land because it faces the enormous prejudice of Spiritism followers who treat Umbanda as "low Spiritism". Even before this stigma, Pinheiro's 1998 From a review of some important academic works in the area, it was possible to deepen our analysis of the complex interrelationship between the characteristics described for the performance of Umbanda in our society, contrasting them with those described in Spiritist novels. For this purpose, markers were previously established, which are: the birth of Umbanda; the obsession or encosto; syncretism; the healthdisease process.
Aspects of Spiritualist literature
In Spiritism, communicating with spirits is very present, and the narratives range from simple events and messages from dead relatives, to the most complex stories. The authors (spirits) naturally report the life in the world of the disembodied (world beyond) and all the dynamics of spirits' life interfering in the material or corporeal world. It is through this type of narrative that the contents take over the "aura of factuality" (GEERTZ, 1989) , a "religious factuality" that narrates the spiritist phenomena. Few spiritist narratives, in this context of psychographics, deal with the history and performance of Umbanda. Robson Pinheiro's psychographed novels place themselves as a proposal for Umbanda the and work of Pretos-Velhos (Old Blacks), Exus e Caboclos to be seen -in the words of the author -with less prejudice by Kardecist Spiritism's followers. The publisher proposes himself as a contributor to break taboos relating to those roles that Umbanda agents play in the structure of society, including the spiritist circle, both in its incarnate and discarnate "plans".
Inspired by Godoy (2009) , we observe the 'Religion Geography' established in the spiritualist phenomenon and we try to understand the "spatiality through their narratives" in the novels. For Godoy (2009) the narrative spatiality embraces the relations between the spiritual and religious grounds in the world. In this context, the novelists Zíbia Gasparetto and Robson Pinheiro psychograph the dramas of life, distinctively described and staged. In the novels by Robson Pinheiro the facts take place in the discarnates' environment (the spiritual space -Beyond, where the storytellers, the spirits, call "the world on this side") while in Zíbia's stories -dramas -take place in the incarnates' environment (material spatiality).
Naming each of the spaces as "here" and "there" or "beyond" As for the way Umbanda is regarded, in Zíbia's we have a description of a terreiro where activities are carried out, such as orders and work performed by the individual who was called to be the executor of a spirit's will, i.e., a mentor. The mentor directs tasks to meet the immediate desires of men and does not worry about the consequences of doings in the long term. He uses discarnate entities to cause incarnates bad feelings and to stimulate attitudes that might correspond to immediate wishes of one client´s despacho (a witchcraft to be delivered somewhere, as a dispatch). The description of the terreiro (yard) is simple, but it refers to the perception of activities that are generally condemned by the Kardecist Spiritist doctrine, corroborating the view that the Umbanda movement would be a "low spiritism", something that does not represent, or does not allow, a moral "evolution", leading to take actions compromising the health of individuals, whether in terms of incarnate or discarnate ones.
In the novels by Robson Pinheiro, on the contrary, the descriptions of Umbanda's terreiros are detailed and there is distinction between the temples of Umbanda and other barracões (sheds) or terreiros (yards) that refer to Quimbanda or Candomble activities. In the novel called "Aruanda", we will find a conceptual approach and the characteristics of what would be "a true umbandist": "Umbanda mediums wear white clothing, as characteristic of simplicity, and do not sing ritual songs in languages other than Portuguese, abolishing also the use of drums" (PINHEIRO, 2004) . In the three analyzed novels, the approach tends to establish that the activities of Umbanda along with saint-father or saint-mother roles are valuable, although different from Kardecist Spiritism's activities. These differences relate to performance in distinct energy plans, being the "denser" intended for Umbandists and the "subtler" for the Kardecist spiritualist's intervetion.
When facing the challenge of taking to the Kardecist spiritualists, among which includes Robson Pinheiro, a prejudice-free vision of Umbanda, the spirit Angelo Inácio himself justifies the initiative and defends the medium. It is seen that the author's task is not easy and requires courage. We do not want to extend on these points, but it can be noted, to the best opinion, that despite the effort to restore the Umbanda from prejudice, in many instances the mode of referring to the embodied or disembodied spirits, it plays a large extent, in another light, many of the prejudices that it wants to fight. In Aruanda, the chapter called "Região (PINHEIRO, 1998) .
According to these texts, in an effort to create a new religion, rituals were established in order to allow it to cross the threshold among the less affluent and less educated social groups, precisely those who have adhered to rituals and beliefs in Orishas and other energies of nature; so the new religion would seek to obtain support and acceptability in these groups, adopting the same elements of worship. The explanation seems crystal clear on the expressed logic: the aim of the Umbanda formation, explained in these spiritist novels -would be then to address the imbalances of a some Candomble yards, and it was aiming at this goal that Umbanda set up its structure with rituals and myths where is also possible to witness belief in the Orishas. It is clear that the answers cannot be sought only in the range of texts written by adepts, whether novels or not. It is undeniable, however, that the logic of Kardecist Spiritism, as understood by the authors, will always be a powerful mechanism to explain the religious and social reality and, at least until now, it seems not to have exhausted its ability to respond. Actually, we could remember that the umbandist pantheon arranged in rows and phalanges, which reserve a place for the leading Souls, Saints and Orishas and we could actually add here another socio-anthropological issue: wouldn't the spiritists who believe in their Guides or Mentors and also in the Orishas actual believers, some of which brought to themselves the difficult task of "Umbanda codification" without losing sight of the desire for reconciliation? The processes of syncretism or synthesis, as some prefer to call it, create as many problems as they solve. The exus figure is a very clear example of the difficulty of reconciling contradictory images taken at different repertoires, but shall keep the proposal of reading and analyzing spiritist texts about Umbanda. We will see that these texts also reserve a space for discussion of syncretism.
During our analysis, we have been able to identify that the Umbanda concept in those novels refers to the so-called "White Umbanda"; various text exerts can confirm this and also show that this as the "True Umbanda. " In these novels, other ritual practices involving Orishas, such as Candomble, or the activities of Quimbanda are conceptualized as less evolved, as deviations from Umbanda. Both in the novel "Tambores de Angola" and "Aruanda" its possible to notice the distinction of different umbandists.
[...] Umbanda is a religion that keeps many ritual elements, specific of its cult, its mediums dressing in white clothes as uniforms, necklaces and, in some cases, herbal baths, smokers and an instrumental set up to channel the psychic energies in their work
(PINHEIRO, 1998).
Many saint-fathers, mediums and yard leaders have tried to keep people in ignorance, misusing certain initiated knowledge while feeding untrue stories about Guides and Orishas (PINHEIRO, 2004).
The use of many forms of witchcraft in the yards and sheds(terreiros e barracões), which differ also in the number of Orishas and types of Orishas summoned to act in each case, is discussed in the novels as psychic deviations of the sacred teachings of Umbanda. To deal with the deviations, the novels include numerous recommendations for resuming the principles established in the foundation history -the "origin myth" -or refraining from certain types of activities some yards develop.
The complications that we sometimes find do not refer to

Umbanda as a religion, but to people's misinformation, to mysticism and to the lack of preparation of many leaders, which we incidentally found in houses that
follow the Kardecist guidance (PINHEIRO, 1998 (PINHEIRO, 2004) .
From this perspective, Umbanda has to fulfill a role. The role of rescuing those who should be helped and, so to speak, purified to ensure their spiritual evolution -"It is the only way to transform the activities of degrading cults, to change the somber panorama" would be through clarified spirits, illuminated entities, who, on account of their charitable detachment and boundless love, though rational and realistic, are willing to change their perispiritual outfit assuming those of pretos velhos e caboclos. It is exactly the way we mentioned above that the emergence of Umbanda is explained within the logic of Spiritualism.
About Syncretism
Rohde (2009) The syncretism is expressed as a strategy to legitimize itself in order to achieve its goals of creating, so it might add practices and rituals from other faiths, merging or reelaborating a new conception of religion.
[ Under the spiritist novels' perspective, Umbanda brings the wealth of African descent cults, plus many other elements and religious practices in order to "speak the people's language. "
In this sense, it assumes a comprehensive understanding of mankind in his midst, admitting the Kardecism Spiritism explicability and adding it to other concepts, including Eastern cultures, such as energy systems called "chakras. "
We want to raise an interesting counterpoint in these explanations: the academic texts and the religious discourse express with great frequency that the identification, at the slavery time, among saints and African gods, would correspond to masquerading as a defense strategy against the powerful ones; as presented here, we would have an almost reverse situation for Umbanda,, as that would be a strategy to conquest the less fortunate (spiritually and culturally speaking).
Obsession or Encosto
In the mediumistic novels, we find reference to obsession seen in two ways: simple and complex ones . The simple obsession cases were seen as similar to the classification of encosto 
On the Health-Disease Process
The entire culture encompasses a whole range of codes, symbols and practices, and in that fertile soil social representations are constructed, setting the basis for relations of meaning and allowing them to be updated in each situation.
Our search for the interpretation of symbolic spiritist systems should be guided by acts (GEERTZ, 1989) ; the health-disease field of action fits this search.
This symbolic universe that constitutes the culture, whether it concerns one entire society or any community, can bring, and usually brings, within it religiosity as an important tool to cope with dynamic reorganization of one's self and its everyday life, against a condition that makes individuals victims of the world's disorder. Berger (1985) , Luckman, and Geertz point out the capacity of religions to rescue the men's world from cáos by assigning the nomos. Seeking the religious environment represents to recreate meanings facing the problems that everyday life places and to allow motivations for improving the situation towards explicability. One of the reasons for questing for a certain religion is the search for the cure of diseases. Often, those who are looking for it are usually people who visited the typical medicinal standard and found no solution, but more importantly than that, they found no explanation for their suffering. This dual entry of search for healing and search for meaning allows coexistence (especially by the clientele) between scientific and religious medicine.
From the standpoint of one who seeks relief for himself or for others, these ways are merely complementary. In fact, the responses of science do not impoverish the need to attribute meaning. In the universe of mediumistic religions, both of the healing processes, the profane and the sacred, often coexist in the same spaces. In the novels we worked, the body and the spirit healing as well as the weakening of the spirit and physical illness are basically part of the same reality, and therefore, the body and mind doctors' contest is crucial.
Religion, however, represents an awakening of the individual to the sacred and can be a meaning producer, seeking explanations in their philosophical basis for the inharmonies that life imposes, whether moral, spiritual or material (GEERTZ, 1989) . Faced with a pathology to which our traditional medicine does not present prospects of cure, in our society, the search of solace often takes refuge in the religious field.
In the examined novels, the aspects of the disorders The activities that were performed meant for health recovery and healing process are described as the sum of the forces of the work accomplished by spirits on the astral plane -the world beyond -with the activities developed by our medicine in the space field. The descriptions given in the spiritualists novels, when collated with the academic literature, show that much of the reality seen by scholars of Umbanda is included therein, especially in regard to the question of the emergence of Umbanda in Brazil. However, the Umbanda scholars have never been willing to distinguish the "Real" and "False" Umbanda, although it is possible for us to draw some parallels: some of the earliest Umbanda scholars (Bastide, for example) saw it as a kind of "spurious product," more similar to magic instead of religion because of related to its consulting, problem-solving action. The Bantu religious heritage was also seen as culturally poorer than the Sudanese heritage in Brazil (for Arthur Ramos, for example) and, in this sense, the Candomble Gêge-Nago was also seen as a superior example of true religion. Finally, we must remember that the discussion of purity has been a persistent theme in studies of Candomble in the past decades; Umbanda, on the other hand, was always seen as a product of multiple syncretisms and thereby its purity was not a subject of academic controversy.
The religion foundation myth and the aspects concerning the so-called White Umbanda are described and explained by the Kardecist spiritist perspective in order to sum up actions in benefit of incarnate and discarnate individuals. The very choice of a construction line of Umbanda history in Brazil appears as one of the most significant points in the works we analyzed, since we found here a genuine process of " traditions' invention ", which holds high significance both for scholars and believers of these religions.
